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A bit of backgroundA bit of background

I spent the last year and a half writing aI spent the last year and a half writing aI spent the last year and a half writing aI spent the last year and a half writing a

book about why games matter.book about why games matter.book about why games matter.book about why games matter.
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Games are like danceGames are like dance……

Many Many Many Many 

disciplines aredisciplines aredisciplines aredisciplines are

involvedinvolvedinvolvedinvolved… butbutbutbut

one is critical.one is critical.one is critical.one is critical.

Choreography.Choreography.Choreography.Choreography.

Games areGames areGames areGames are

the same way.the same way.the same way.the same way.

LudemographyLudemographyLudemographyLudemography????
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Dance notationDance notation

This is called This is called This is called This is called LabanLabanLabanLaban notation.notation.notation.notation.

ItItItIt’s very abstract, but thiss very abstract, but thiss very abstract, but thiss very abstract, but this

is what choreography is what choreography is what choreography is what choreography 

actually is.actually is.actually is.actually is.

(I can(I can(I can(I can’t read it either.)t read it either.)t read it either.)t read it either.)
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PoetryPoetry

The secret is not to move, she said

But sometimes you can turn your head away

For a minute, then back, as you do to really watch

A sunset, and you do this several times, and then

You can feel the dark on your eyes like a cold cloth.

-Dick Allen, “Cities & Empires”
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ProsodyProsody

ˇ̌ ’’ ˇ̌ ’’ ˇ̌ ’’ ˇ̌ ’’ ˇ̌ ’’

The se / cret is // not / to move, / she said                     X

ˇ̌ ’’ ˇ̌ ’’ ˇ̌ ’’ ˇ̌ ’’ ˇ̌ ’’

But some / times you / can turn / your head / away                X

’’ ˇ̌ ’’ ˇ̌ ˇ̌ ’’ ˇ̌ ’’ ˇ̌ ’’ ˇ̌ ’’ ˇ̌ ’’

For a / minute, / then back, // as / you do / to rea / lly watch  X

ˇ̌ ’’ ˇ̌ ’’ ˇ̌ ’’ ˇ̌ ’’ ˇ̌ ’’ ˇ̌ ’’

A sun / set, and / you do / this sev’ / ral times, / and then     X

- -- ’’ ˇ̌ ’’ ˇ̌ ˇ̌ ’’ ˇ̌ ˇ̌ ’’ ’’

You can / feel the / dark on / your eyes / like a / cold cloth.   X

Accentual verse, 
unrhymed

Hovering 
accent

Spondee

Iamb

Pyrrhic

Trochees to iambs for emphasis, lovely

Catalexis
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MusicMusic

Musical notation is sufficient to reproduceMusical notation is sufficient to reproduceMusical notation is sufficient to reproduceMusical notation is sufficient to reproduce

the experience of listeningthe experience of listeningthe experience of listeningthe experience of listening

It will not, however, equal the delivery byIt will not, however, equal the delivery byIt will not, however, equal the delivery byIt will not, however, equal the delivery by

a skilled player.a skilled player.a skilled player.a skilled player.
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LetLet’’s poke at music for a bits poke at music for a bit……

ThereThereThereThere’s harmonic notation as well:s harmonic notation as well:s harmonic notation as well:s harmonic notation as well:

This is a second axis on the sameThis is a second axis on the sameThis is a second axis on the sameThis is a second axis on the same

problem.problem.problem.problem.

There are also instrumentThere are also instrumentThere are also instrumentThere are also instrument----specific waysspecific waysspecific waysspecific ways

to notate, such as tablature :to notate, such as tablature :to notate, such as tablature :to notate, such as tablature :

I - I7 - | IV - I - |  V7 IV I -
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Can we notate games?Can we notate games?

Yes, but I 
didn’t succeed.
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WellWell--trod groundtrod ground

WeWeWeWe’ve been tackling formal design tools forve been tackling formal design tools forve been tackling formal design tools forve been tackling formal design tools for

a whilea whilea whilea while

• LeBlanc/LeBlanc/LeBlanc/LeBlanc/Hunicke/ZubekHunicke/ZubekHunicke/ZubekHunicke/Zubek

• SalenSalenSalenSalen/Zimmerman/Zimmerman/Zimmerman/Zimmerman

• ChurchChurchChurchChurch

• Falstein/BarwoodFalstein/BarwoodFalstein/BarwoodFalstein/Barwood

• CousinsCousinsCousinsCousins

• CrawfordCrawfordCrawfordCrawford
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Academics tooAcademics too

Academics have also been codifying thingsAcademics have also been codifying thingsAcademics have also been codifying thingsAcademics have also been codifying things

• SuttonSuttonSuttonSutton----Smith et alSmith et alSmith et alSmith et al

• CailloisCailloisCailloisCaillois

• KarseKarseKarseKarse

• HuizingaHuizingaHuizingaHuizinga

I warned you this was an advancedI warned you this was an advancedI warned you this was an advancedI warned you this was an advanced

lecture, so I am going to assume youlecture, so I am going to assume youlecture, so I am going to assume youlecture, so I am going to assume you

know about all of these to some degree.know about all of these to some degree.know about all of these to some degree.know about all of these to some degree.
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MDA, MDA, MahkMahk, Robin, and Robert, Robin, and Robert

Their goal was to get us to look atTheir goal was to get us to look atTheir goal was to get us to look atTheir goal was to get us to look at

games on three levels:games on three levels:games on three levels:games on three levels:

• MechanicsMechanicsMechanicsMechanics (a.k.a., the rules)(a.k.a., the rules)(a.k.a., the rules)(a.k.a., the rules)

• DynamicsDynamicsDynamicsDynamics (i.e., interactions with the(i.e., interactions with the(i.e., interactions with the(i.e., interactions with the

system)system)system)system)

• AestheticsAestheticsAestheticsAesthetics (e.g., emotional responses(e.g., emotional responses(e.g., emotional responses(e.g., emotional responses

evoked)evoked)evoked)evoked)
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MDA versus notationMDA versus notation

Notation will likely tackle only mechanics,Notation will likely tackle only mechanics,Notation will likely tackle only mechanics,Notation will likely tackle only mechanics,

with perhaps some hinting for dynamics.with perhaps some hinting for dynamics.with perhaps some hinting for dynamics.with perhaps some hinting for dynamics.

(Interestingly, music calls its performance(Interestingly, music calls its performance(Interestingly, music calls its performance(Interestingly, music calls its performance

hinting hinting hinting hinting ““““dynamicsdynamicsdynamicsdynamics”””” too.)too.)too.)too.)

WeWeWeWe’re especially leaving out aesthetics,re especially leaving out aesthetics,re especially leaving out aesthetics,re especially leaving out aesthetics,

which delve into which delve into which delve into which delve into ““““what is fun.what is fun.what is fun.what is fun.””””
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Katie and EricKatie and Eric

Defining the types of rules:Defining the types of rules:Defining the types of rules:Defining the types of rules:

• ConstituativeConstituativeConstituativeConstituative rulesrulesrulesrules are abstractare abstractare abstractare abstract

systemic patternssystemic patternssystemic patternssystemic patterns

• Operational rulesOperational rulesOperational rulesOperational rules are the verbalare the verbalare the verbalare the verbal

description thereofdescription thereofdescription thereofdescription thereof

• Implicit rulesImplicit rulesImplicit rulesImplicit rules are assumedare assumedare assumedare assumed

restrictions of etiquetterestrictions of etiquetterestrictions of etiquetterestrictions of etiquette
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Notation vs. Rules of PlayNotation vs. Rules of Play

Notation will work with Notation will work with Notation will work with Notation will work with constituativeconstituativeconstituativeconstituative rulesrulesrulesrules

Operational rules are for the Operational rules are for the Operational rules are for the Operational rules are for the audienceaudienceaudienceaudience,,,,

not fellow craftspeople.not fellow craftspeople.not fellow craftspeople.not fellow craftspeople.
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Doug, Noah, & HalDoug, Noah, & Hal

The 400 ProjectThe 400 ProjectThe 400 ProjectThe 400 Project andandandand Formal AbstractFormal AbstractFormal AbstractFormal Abstract

Design ToolsDesign ToolsDesign ToolsDesign Tools

…both focus on textual interpretationsboth focus on textual interpretationsboth focus on textual interpretationsboth focus on textual interpretations

of game design practices.of game design practices.of game design practices.of game design practices.
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Notation vs. abstract design toolsNotation vs. abstract design tools

But all successful notation systems haveBut all successful notation systems haveBut all successful notation systems haveBut all successful notation systems have

beenbeenbeenbeen

• VisualVisualVisualVisual

• IconicIconicIconicIconic

• Not textualNot textualNot textualNot textual

They are always They are always They are always They are always new written languagesnew written languagesnew written languagesnew written languages....

This doesnThis doesnThis doesnThis doesn’t mean this work isnt mean this work isnt mean this work isnt mean this work isn’tttt

valuable, of course.valuable, of course.valuable, of course.valuable, of course.
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BenBen

This talk owes a lot to the concept ofThis talk owes a lot to the concept ofThis talk owes a lot to the concept ofThis talk owes a lot to the concept of

““““ludemesludemesludemesludemes....””””

Ben renamed themBen renamed themBen renamed themBen renamed them

““““primary elements.primary elements.primary elements.primary elements.””””

They are similar toThey are similar toThey are similar toThey are similar to

““““choice moleculeschoice moleculeschoice moleculeschoice molecules””””

but Ben likesbut Ben likesbut Ben likesbut Ben likes

empiricism, notempiricism, notempiricism, notempiricism, not

theorytheorytheorytheory…
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Some things this isnSome things this isn’’tt

• Game maps.Game maps.Game maps.Game maps.

Duh. WeDuh. WeDuh. WeDuh. We’ll talk about space, but notll talk about space, but notll talk about space, but notll talk about space, but not

this way.this way.this way.this way.

• Math.Math.Math.Math.

The shape of probability curves isThe shape of probability curves isThe shape of probability curves isThe shape of probability curves is

explicitly out of scope. Mathematicalexplicitly out of scope. Mathematicalexplicitly out of scope. Mathematicalexplicitly out of scope. Mathematical

balancing is a balancing is a balancing is a balancing is a datadatadatadata issue, not aissue, not aissue, not aissue, not a

systemicsystemicsystemicsystemic issue.issue.issue.issue.
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Some things this isnSome things this isn’’tt

• FlowchartsFlowchartsFlowchartsFlowcharts

WeWeWeWe’re not tracing the game pathre not tracing the game pathre not tracing the game pathre not tracing the game path

from an from an from an from an experientialexperientialexperientialexperiential point of view.point of view.point of view.point of view.

• Game theory diagramsGame theory diagramsGame theory diagramsGame theory diagrams

WeWeWeWe’re not interested in graphingre not interested in graphingre not interested in graphingre not interested in graphing

the possibility space. Rather, wethe possibility space. Rather, wethe possibility space. Rather, wethe possibility space. Rather, we

want to know the want to know the want to know the want to know the algorithmalgorithmalgorithmalgorithm forforforfor

the possibility space.the possibility space.the possibility space.the possibility space.
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MethodologyMethodology

Basically,
reverse

engineering.
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Picking our examplePicking our example

PhasePhasePhasePhase----based RPG combatbased RPG combatbased RPG combatbased RPG combat

Is it fun? Fun enough for our purposes.Is it fun? Fun enough for our purposes.Is it fun? Fun enough for our purposes.Is it fun? Fun enough for our purposes.

It has lots of variables: enemies, It has lots of variables: enemies, It has lots of variables: enemies, It has lots of variables: enemies, 

equipment, areas, levels, stats, spells, equipment, areas, levels, stats, spells, equipment, areas, levels, stats, spells, equipment, areas, levels, stats, spells, 

specials, combos, parties, settings, etc.specials, combos, parties, settings, etc.specials, combos, parties, settings, etc.specials, combos, parties, settings, etc.

(If we can(If we can(If we can(If we can’t see all elements of an atomt see all elements of an atomt see all elements of an atomt see all elements of an atom

with this, then wewith this, then wewith this, then wewith this, then we’re not trying hardre not trying hardre not trying hardre not trying hard

enough.)enough.)enough.)enough.)
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A game experienceA game experience

Off to slay Foozle the Off to slay Foozle the Off to slay Foozle the Off to slay Foozle the VincibleVincibleVincibleVincible DragonDragonDragonDragon…

I need to find him in I need to find him in I need to find him in I need to find him in MurkydarkMurkydarkMurkydarkMurkydark. I have. I have. I have. I have

my best armormy best armormy best armormy best armor and sword. Iand sword. Iand sword. Iand sword. I’ve ve ve ve foughtfoughtfoughtfought

him beforehim beforehim beforehim before and he kicked my ass. Itand he kicked my ass. Itand he kicked my ass. Itand he kicked my ass. It’ssss

just just just just a hack a hack a hack a hack ‘nnnn’ slash problemslash problemslash problemslash problem, really. He, really. He, really. He, really. He’ssss

got got got got Vile MinionsVile MinionsVile MinionsVile Minions to defend him, but I canto defend him, but I canto defend him, but I canto defend him, but I can

use my use my use my use my Mystic MissilesMystic MissilesMystic MissilesMystic Missiles on them. I have on them. I have on them. I have on them. I have 

to to to to time my attacktime my attacktime my attacktime my attack right, and he mightright, and he mightright, and he mightright, and he might

not drop the not drop the not drop the not drop the Helm of Holy Hell,Helm of Holy Hell,Helm of Holy Hell,Helm of Holy Hell, but Ibut Ibut Ibut I’mmmm

at the right levelat the right levelat the right levelat the right level to get max XP. If I die,to get max XP. If I die,to get max XP. If I die,to get max XP. If I die,

though, life will though, life will though, life will though, life will sucksucksucksuck....
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The ingredientsThe ingredients

• TerritoryTerritoryTerritoryTerritory

• PreparationPreparationPreparationPreparation

• Core mechanicCore mechanicCore mechanicCore mechanic

• Range of challengesRange of challengesRange of challengesRange of challenges

• Choice of abilitiesChoice of abilitiesChoice of abilitiesChoice of abilities

• Skill requiredSkill requiredSkill requiredSkill required

• Variable feedbackVariable feedbackVariable feedbackVariable feedback

• Dealing with the Mastery ProblemDealing with the Mastery ProblemDealing with the Mastery ProblemDealing with the Mastery Problem

• Cost of failureCost of failureCost of failureCost of failure

The whole game The whole game The whole game The whole game ANDANDANDAND each NPC have these!each NPC have these!each NPC have these!each NPC have these!
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Territory, Territory, akaaka topologytopology

Looking at games topologically
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DefinitionDefinition

“Exposed information 

coupled to your game

token.”

It is the operational space for a givenIt is the operational space for a givenIt is the operational space for a givenIt is the operational space for a given

asset, includingasset, includingasset, includingasset, including

• all of the vectors of force the assetall of the vectors of force the assetall of the vectors of force the assetall of the vectors of force the asset

can apply, andcan apply, andcan apply, andcan apply, and

• all of the vectors of force that canall of the vectors of force that canall of the vectors of force that canall of the vectors of force that can

apply to that asset.apply to that asset.apply to that asset.apply to that asset.
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Topology is not spaceTopology is not space

Game dressing (Game dressing (Game dressing (Game dressing (““““aestheticsaestheticsaestheticsaesthetics”””” or or or or ““““playerplayerplayerplayer

experienceexperienceexperienceexperience””””) LIES about territory!) LIES about territory!) LIES about territory!) LIES about territory!

It is space in a purely mathematicalIt is space in a purely mathematicalIt is space in a purely mathematicalIt is space in a purely mathematical

sense.sense.sense.sense.

It likely does not jibe with visual It likely does not jibe with visual It likely does not jibe with visual It likely does not jibe with visual 

presentation at all.presentation at all.presentation at all.presentation at all.

TIMETIMETIMETIME is a valid topological axis!is a valid topological axis!is a valid topological axis!is a valid topological axis!
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Territory examplesTerritory examples

CheckersCheckersCheckersCheckers

AsteroidsAsteroidsAsteroidsAsteroids, a , a , a , a torustorustorustorus

Chutes and LaddersChutes and LaddersChutes and LaddersChutes and Ladders, a non, a non, a non, a non----Euclidean spaceEuclidean spaceEuclidean spaceEuclidean space
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Looking at early shootersLooking at early shooters
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Looking at fighting gamesLooking at fighting games

RockRockRockRock----paperpaperpaperpaper----scissorsscissorsscissorsscissors

A point in a physical sense; topologically,A point in a physical sense; topologically,A point in a physical sense; topologically,A point in a physical sense; topologically,

itititit’s a twos a twos a twos a two----node game.node game.node game.node game.

Nodes are not spaces; they are points.Nodes are not spaces; they are points.Nodes are not spaces; they are points.Nodes are not spaces; they are points.
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Looking at fighting gamesLooking at fighting games

Old fighting games (say, Old fighting games (say, Old fighting games (say, Old fighting games (say, EpyxEpyxEpyxEpyx’ Karate Karate Karate Karate 

Champ):Champ):Champ):Champ):

The two node map expands to involve The two node map expands to involve The two node map expands to involve The two node map expands to involve 

an axis of movement with around 150an axis of movement with around 150an axis of movement with around 150an axis of movement with around 150

nodes (if I recall my 8nodes (if I recall my 8nodes (if I recall my 8nodes (if I recall my 8----bit graphicsbit graphicsbit graphicsbit graphics

resolutions right). We can now call thisresolutions right). We can now call thisresolutions right). We can now call thisresolutions right). We can now call this

““““space.space.space.space.””””

(There was also a vertical plane, but let(There was also a vertical plane, but let(There was also a vertical plane, but let(There was also a vertical plane, but let’ssss

skip it for now for the sake of theskip it for now for the sake of theskip it for now for the sake of theskip it for now for the sake of the

argument...)argument...)argument...)argument...)

150
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Looking at fighting games Looking at fighting games 

Early 3d fighting gamesEarly 3d fighting gamesEarly 3d fighting gamesEarly 3d fighting games

WerenWerenWerenWeren’t. t. t. t. 

The visuals made the axis look like itThe visuals made the axis look like itThe visuals made the axis look like itThe visuals made the axis look like it

pivoted.pivoted.pivoted.pivoted.

150
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Looking at fighting gamesLooking at fighting games

Battle Arena Battle Arena Battle Arena Battle Arena ToshindenToshindenToshindenToshinden

Offered a true 3d CartesianOffered a true 3d CartesianOffered a true 3d CartesianOffered a true 3d Cartesian

environment, but movement wasenvironment, but movement wasenvironment, but movement wasenvironment, but movement was

relative to the opponent.relative to the opponent.relative to the opponent.relative to the opponent.

150

150 150
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Looking at fighting gamesLooking at fighting games

Bushido BladeBushido BladeBushido BladeBushido Blade

Gave true free motion.Gave true free motion.Gave true free motion.Gave true free motion.

150

150
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NotationNotation

Must break the habit of using the Must break the habit of using the Must break the habit of using the Must break the habit of using the 

operational version of the playfield.operational version of the playfield.operational version of the playfield.operational version of the playfield.

Iconic descriptions would force us toIconic descriptions would force us toIconic descriptions would force us toIconic descriptions would force us to

examine the actual space.examine the actual space.examine the actual space.examine the actual space.

128

128

128

128

128

∞ 128

128

128
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TimeTime

Time is a valid dimension!Time is a valid dimension!Time is a valid dimension!Time is a valid dimension!

Need a separate bit to notate duration Need a separate bit to notate duration Need a separate bit to notate duration Need a separate bit to notate duration 

of a space. of a space. of a space. of a space. 

Suggest Suggest Suggest Suggest ““““TTTT”””” to indicate turnto indicate turnto indicate turnto indicate turn----based orbased orbased orbased or

useruseruseruser----determined, determined, determined, determined, ““““PPPP”””” for determinedfor determinedfor determinedfor determined

by opponent, and a span in millisecondsby opponent, and a span in millisecondsby opponent, and a span in millisecondsby opponent, and a span in milliseconds

or seconds otherwise.or seconds otherwise.or seconds otherwise.or seconds otherwise.
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PreparationPreparation

Or, “logical connections”
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Chris CrawfordChris Crawford’’s Conversations Conversation

Chris defines interactivity as an iterative Chris defines interactivity as an iterative Chris defines interactivity as an iterative Chris defines interactivity as an iterative 

process:process:process:process:

““““a cyclic process where two actorsa cyclic process where two actorsa cyclic process where two actorsa cyclic process where two actors

alternatively listen, think, and speak.alternatively listen, think, and speak.alternatively listen, think, and speak.alternatively listen, think, and speak.””””

All games must be perceived asAll games must be perceived asAll games must be perceived asAll games must be perceived as

iterative, looping.iterative, looping.iterative, looping.iterative, looping.

Seems obvious as we program themSeems obvious as we program themSeems obvious as we program themSeems obvious as we program them…
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DefinitionDefinition

“Prior choices made that

influence the next atom.”
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ExamplesExamples

HandicappingHandicappingHandicappingHandicapping

Any form of adjusting the relative skillAny form of adjusting the relative skillAny form of adjusting the relative skillAny form of adjusting the relative skill

levels of participants.levels of participants.levels of participants.levels of participants.

Any form of intervention that comesAny form of intervention that comesAny form of intervention that comesAny form of intervention that comes

from outside the topmost atom (thefrom outside the topmost atom (thefrom outside the topmost atom (thefrom outside the topmost atom (the

magic circle).magic circle).magic circle).magic circle).
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ExamplesExamples

Prior movesPrior movesPrior movesPrior moves

All games are sequences of challenges.All games are sequences of challenges.All games are sequences of challenges.All games are sequences of challenges.

Some challenges are riskSome challenges are riskSome challenges are riskSome challenges are risk----free as atoms.free as atoms.free as atoms.free as atoms.

(there is no risk involved in dragging a(there is no risk involved in dragging a(there is no risk involved in dragging a(there is no risk involved in dragging a

piece of armor onto your characterpiece of armor onto your characterpiece of armor onto your characterpiece of armor onto your character’ssss

equipment slot)equipment slot)equipment slot)equipment slot)

but theybut theybut theybut they’re still atoms, and thereforere still atoms, and thereforere still atoms, and thereforere still atoms, and therefore

countcountcountcount....
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Logical progressionLogical progression

ChainingChainingChainingChaining

Games can be seen as Games can be seen as Games can be seen as Games can be seen as sequencedsequencedsequencedsequenced

eventseventseventsevents

This is an experiential point of view.This is an experiential point of view.This is an experiential point of view.This is an experiential point of view.

There are also often game events thatThere are also often game events thatThere are also often game events thatThere are also often game events that

are orderare orderare orderare order----dependent.dependent.dependent.dependent.

• Dragging items into slots thenDragging items into slots thenDragging items into slots thenDragging items into slots then

pressing pressing pressing pressing ““““combine.combine.combine.combine.””””
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Logical progressionLogical progression

RecursionRecursionRecursionRecursion

Games can be seen as Games can be seen as Games can be seen as Games can be seen as nestednestednestednested eventseventseventsevents

A given challenge is part of a A given challenge is part of a A given challenge is part of a A given challenge is part of a 

metametametameta----challengechallengechallengechallenge, or includes, or includes, or includes, or includes

challenges within itself.challenges within itself.challenges within itself.challenges within itself.
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Logical progressionLogical progression

ParallelismParallelismParallelismParallelism

Games can be seen as Games can be seen as Games can be seen as Games can be seen as multiplemultiplemultiplemultiple

challengeschallengeschallengeschallenges undertaken undertaken undertaken undertaken at onceat onceat onceat once....
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A chained gameA chained game

Moon PatrolMoon PatrolMoon PatrolMoon Patrol

• A tank is moving across theA tank is moving across theA tank is moving across theA tank is moving across the

landscape.landscape.landscape.landscape.

• It can fire up and fire forward.It can fire up and fire forward.It can fire up and fire forward.It can fire up and fire forward.

• It can slow down or speed up, butIt can slow down or speed up, butIt can slow down or speed up, butIt can slow down or speed up, but

not stop.not stop.not stop.not stop.

• It can jump.It can jump.It can jump.It can jump.

• Enemies roll towards it, scrollEnemies roll towards it, scrollEnemies roll towards it, scrollEnemies roll towards it, scroll

towards it, and drop bombs.towards it, and drop bombs.towards it, and drop bombs.towards it, and drop bombs.
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A recursive gameA recursive game

Moon PatrolMoon PatrolMoon PatrolMoon Patrol

The game is getting the highestThe game is getting the highestThe game is getting the highestThe game is getting the highest

score possiblescore possiblescore possiblescore possible

Within which isWithin which isWithin which isWithin which is

The game is making it to the other sideThe game is making it to the other sideThe game is making it to the other sideThe game is making it to the other side

of each levelof each levelof each levelof each level

Within which isWithin which isWithin which isWithin which is

The game is defeating a given enemy.The game is defeating a given enemy.The game is defeating a given enemy.The game is defeating a given enemy.

Within which isWithin which isWithin which isWithin which is

The game is timing a button press The game is timing a button press The game is timing a button press The game is timing a button press 
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A parallel gameA parallel game

Even simple games tend to be parallel!Even simple games tend to be parallel!Even simple games tend to be parallel!Even simple games tend to be parallel!

In Checkers:In Checkers:In Checkers:In Checkers:

One atom is removing all the enemy One atom is removing all the enemy One atom is removing all the enemy One atom is removing all the enemy 

pieces.pieces.pieces.pieces.

Another is removing one enemy piece.Another is removing one enemy piece.Another is removing one enemy piece.Another is removing one enemy piece.

OROROROR

Setting up a defensive move.Setting up a defensive move.Setting up a defensive move.Setting up a defensive move.

OROROROR

Setting up a future attack.Setting up a future attack.Setting up a future attack.Setting up a future attack.
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NotationNotation

GalaxianGalaxianGalaxianGalaxian

Played on a 224x256 screen, but thePlayed on a 224x256 screen, but thePlayed on a 224x256 screen, but thePlayed on a 224x256 screen, but the

vertical space was vertical space was vertical space was vertical space was timetimetimetime....

Parallel, recursive, and sequential!Parallel, recursive, and sequential!Parallel, recursive, and sequential!Parallel, recursive, and sequential!

224

Get highest score

Kill enemy

Don’t get hit

Position token

Move

Press fire button

var secs.

Pvar (<256)

224

224
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Notes on logical sequenceNotes on logical sequence

All games have at least one level ofAll games have at least one level ofAll games have at least one level ofAll games have at least one level of

recursionrecursionrecursionrecursion

The last level is the The last level is the The last level is the The last level is the ““““magic circle.magic circle.magic circle.magic circle.””””

Games where we cannot define theGames where we cannot define theGames where we cannot define theGames where we cannot define the

singular goal will tend to be termed singular goal will tend to be termed singular goal will tend to be termed singular goal will tend to be termed 

““““playplayplayplay”””” rather than rather than rather than rather than ““““game.game.game.game.””””

• Most Most Most Most MMORPGsMMORPGsMMORPGsMMORPGs are of this sortare of this sortare of this sortare of this sort

• So are So are So are So are ““““software toyssoftware toyssoftware toyssoftware toys””””
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Notes on logical sequenceNotes on logical sequence

All good games can be played on a parallel All good games can be played on a parallel All good games can be played on a parallel All good games can be played on a parallel 

levellevellevellevel

The more levels of parallelism, theThe more levels of parallelism, theThe more levels of parallelism, theThe more levels of parallelism, the

““““broaderbroaderbroaderbroader”””” we consider the gamewe consider the gamewe consider the gamewe consider the game

• If thereIf thereIf thereIf there’s only one challenge to s only one challenge to s only one challenge to s only one challenge to 

surmount, then we will surmount, then we will surmount, then we will surmount, then we will grokgrokgrokgrok thethethethe

game quicklygame quicklygame quicklygame quickly
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Notes on logical sequenceNotes on logical sequence

All games are perceived sequentiallyAll games are perceived sequentiallyAll games are perceived sequentiallyAll games are perceived sequentially

Most games, however, are not mentallyMost games, however, are not mentallyMost games, however, are not mentallyMost games, however, are not mentally

played sequentially!played sequentially!played sequentially!played sequentially!

• Even in a linear game, we areEven in a linear game, we areEven in a linear game, we areEven in a linear game, we are

thinking about the longerthinking about the longerthinking about the longerthinking about the longer----termtermtermterm

objective!objective!objective!objective!
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Clarifying dimensionalityClarifying dimensionality

DepthDepthDepthDepth

Literally, the depth of recursionLiterally, the depth of recursionLiterally, the depth of recursionLiterally, the depth of recursion

BreadthBreadthBreadthBreadth

Literally, the amount of parallelismLiterally, the amount of parallelismLiterally, the amount of parallelismLiterally, the amount of parallelism

SizeSizeSizeSize

Literally, the amount of sequentiallyLiterally, the amount of sequentiallyLiterally, the amount of sequentiallyLiterally, the amount of sequentially

chained atomschained atomschained atomschained atoms

(Isn(Isn(Isn(Isn’t it nice to finally know what these t it nice to finally know what these t it nice to finally know what these t it nice to finally know what these 
mean?)mean?)mean?)mean?)
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Cost of failureCost of failure

Syntactically, atoms must 
always have a failure state 
link, even if said failure is 
only an opportunity cost.
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Why?Why?

Any atom that involves risk must haveAny atom that involves risk must haveAny atom that involves risk must haveAny atom that involves risk must have

at least a binary result.at least a binary result.at least a binary result.at least a binary result.

This is why we do not considerThis is why we do not considerThis is why we do not considerThis is why we do not consider

moving a checker piece without amoving a checker piece without amoving a checker piece without amoving a checker piece without a

capture or a setup to be an atom.capture or a setup to be an atom.capture or a setup to be an atom.capture or a setup to be an atom.

IIII’ve notated these using red arrows ve notated these using red arrows ve notated these using red arrows ve notated these using red arrows 

rather than blue.rather than blue.rather than blue.rather than blue.
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Core mechanicCore mechanic

Or “ludeme”
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The heart of gamesThe heart of games

What is it?What is it?What is it?What is it?

Crawford says Crawford says Crawford says Crawford says ““““verbs.verbs.verbs.verbs.””””

Meier says Meier says Meier says Meier says ““““choices.choices.choices.choices.””””

Others say Others say Others say Others say ““““conflict.conflict.conflict.conflict.””””

I give the nod to Chris. Verbs are theI give the nod to Chris. Verbs are theI give the nod to Chris. Verbs are theI give the nod to Chris. Verbs are the

nucleus. Without a verb, there is no nucleus. Without a verb, there is no nucleus. Without a verb, there is no nucleus. Without a verb, there is no 

atom.atom.atom.atom.
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The Fullerton/Swain/Hoffman listThe Fullerton/Swain/Hoffman list

• CaptureCaptureCaptureCapture

• ChaseChaseChaseChase

• RaceRaceRaceRace

• AlignmentAlignmentAlignmentAlignment

• RescueRescueRescueRescue

• EscapeEscapeEscapeEscape

• Forbidden actForbidden actForbidden actForbidden act

• BuildBuildBuildBuild

• ExploreExploreExploreExplore

• SolveSolveSolveSolve

• OutwitOutwitOutwitOutwit
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Issues with the listIssues with the list

For our purposes,For our purposes,For our purposes,For our purposes,

• ItItItIt’s not atomic enough (s not atomic enough (s not atomic enough (s not atomic enough (““““solvesolvesolvesolve””””))))

• It ignores topology (It ignores topology (It ignores topology (It ignores topology (““““alignmentalignmentalignmentalignment””””))))

• ItItItIt’s intended as a list of objectivess intended as a list of objectivess intended as a list of objectivess intended as a list of objectives

• It includes operational assumptionsIt includes operational assumptionsIt includes operational assumptionsIt includes operational assumptions

((((““““rescuerescuerescuerescue””””))))
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An alternative listAn alternative list

Higher levelHigher levelHigher levelHigher level

• Remove allRemove allRemove allRemove all

• SurviveSurviveSurviveSurvive

• RemoveRemoveRemoveRemove

• Exist atExist atExist atExist at

• IntersectIntersectIntersectIntersect

• Move toMove toMove toMove to

• TouchTouchTouchTouch

• Press buttonPress buttonPress buttonPress button

Lower levelLower levelLower levelLower level
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Breaking down QuakeBreaking down Quake

Kill a guy!Kill a guy!Kill a guy!Kill a guy!

OK, weOK, weOK, weOK, we’ll keep it simple, I need to:ll keep it simple, I need to:ll keep it simple, I need to:ll keep it simple, I need to:

• Run around a cornerRun around a cornerRun around a cornerRun around a corner

• Jump into the airJump into the airJump into the airJump into the air

• Get him in my crosshairsGet him in my crosshairsGet him in my crosshairsGet him in my crosshairs

• Headshot himHeadshot himHeadshot himHeadshot him

• Enjoy the Enjoy the Enjoy the Enjoy the gibsgibsgibsgibs
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Breaking down QuakeBreaking down Quake

But each of these breaks down a lotBut each of these breaks down a lotBut each of these breaks down a lotBut each of these breaks down a lot

Running involvesRunning involvesRunning involvesRunning involves

• Determining direction in 3d spaceDetermining direction in 3d spaceDetermining direction in 3d spaceDetermining direction in 3d space

• PointingPointingPointingPointing

• Applying a vector of forceApplying a vector of forceApplying a vector of forceApplying a vector of force

Jumping addsJumping addsJumping addsJumping adds

• TimingTimingTimingTiming
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Breaking down QuakeBreaking down Quake

Now it gets weirdNow it gets weirdNow it gets weirdNow it gets weird

Aiming involvesAiming involvesAiming involvesAiming involves

• Determining position in Determining position in Determining position in Determining position in 2d2d2d2d spacespacespacespace

• PointingPointingPointingPointing

HeadshottingHeadshottingHeadshottingHeadshotting involvesinvolvesinvolvesinvolves

• TimingTimingTimingTiming

• Pressing a buttonPressing a buttonPressing a buttonPressing a button

(Enjoyment optional.)(Enjoyment optional.)(Enjoyment optional.)(Enjoyment optional.)
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In the endIn the end

The most basic The most basic The most basic The most basic ludemesludemesludemesludemes involve a userinvolve a userinvolve a userinvolve a user

interface action.interface action.interface action.interface action.

If you havenIf you havenIf you havenIf you haven’t drilled down that far, yout drilled down that far, yout drilled down that far, yout drilled down that far, you

havenhavenhavenhaven’t actually figured out what yourt actually figured out what yourt actually figured out what yourt actually figured out what your

game is doing.game is doing.game is doing.game is doing.

One way to think of it: UI comesOne way to think of it: UI comesOne way to think of it: UI comesOne way to think of it: UI comes

lastlastlastlast, not first., not first., not first., not first.
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Where recursion endsWhere recursion ends

Another way to think of itAnother way to think of itAnother way to think of itAnother way to think of it

Fundamental atoms will be onesFundamental atoms will be onesFundamental atoms will be onesFundamental atoms will be ones

demanding no skill, providing no risk ofdemanding no skill, providing no risk ofdemanding no skill, providing no risk ofdemanding no skill, providing no risk of

failure.failure.failure.failure.

e.g.e.g.e.g.e.g. physically picking up the checkerphysically picking up the checkerphysically picking up the checkerphysically picking up the checker

piece and moving it to its new square.piece and moving it to its new square.piece and moving it to its new square.piece and moving it to its new square.

Or, perhaps, Or, perhaps, Or, perhaps, Or, perhaps, ““““a verb outside the magica verb outside the magica verb outside the magica verb outside the magic

circle.circle.circle.circle.””””
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Providing directionProviding direction

Users need directionUsers need directionUsers need directionUsers need direction

At atom that has too many otherAt atom that has too many otherAt atom that has too many otherAt atom that has too many other

atoms nested immediately within isatoms nested immediately within isatoms nested immediately within isatoms nested immediately within is

one where there may be too manyone where there may be too manyone where there may be too manyone where there may be too many

choices.choices.choices.choices.

Users have a threshold for number ofUsers have a threshold for number ofUsers have a threshold for number ofUsers have a threshold for number of

choices.choices.choices.choices.

We can probably find this number inWe can probably find this number inWe can probably find this number inWe can probably find this number in

psych literaturepsych literaturepsych literaturepsych literature…
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Assessing difficultyAssessing difficulty

We can look at our diagram and tell ifWe can look at our diagram and tell ifWe can look at our diagram and tell ifWe can look at our diagram and tell if

a game is too hard to learna game is too hard to learna game is too hard to learna game is too hard to learn

If one atom has too many branches,If one atom has too many branches,If one atom has too many branches,If one atom has too many branches,

then we have a problem.then we have a problem.then we have a problem.then we have a problem.

Chunking is implicit in atom constructionChunking is implicit in atom constructionChunking is implicit in atom constructionChunking is implicit in atom construction

““““MoveMoveMoveMove”””” may break down into manymay break down into manymay break down into manymay break down into many

possible directions, but those can bepossible directions, but those can bepossible directions, but those can bepossible directions, but those can be

chunked.chunked.chunked.chunked.
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Chess Chess vsvs checkerscheckers

Leaving out defense and strategyLeaving out defense and strategyLeaving out defense and strategyLeaving out defense and strategy…

So why is chess harder and deeper?So why is chess harder and deeper?So why is chess harder and deeper?So why is chess harder and deeper?

Capture king

var

Move piece Physical movement

4x4

Capture all pieces

8x8

2x2

Capture one piece Physical movement

var

Create forced jump Physical movement
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Choice of abilitiesChoice of abilities

(need a better word than “ability”)
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DefinitionDefinition

Each piece you have in chess is a verbEach piece you have in chess is a verbEach piece you have in chess is a verbEach piece you have in chess is a verb

They behave differentlyThey behave differentlyThey behave differentlyThey behave differently

You may have more than one of each.You may have more than one of each.You may have more than one of each.You may have more than one of each.

Each has associated topologyEach has associated topologyEach has associated topologyEach has associated topology

You have the choice of which verb to useYou have the choice of which verb to useYou have the choice of which verb to useYou have the choice of which verb to use

A verb embodied by an asset 
or token.
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Examples of abilitiesExamples of abilities

• Each checker pieceEach checker pieceEach checker pieceEach checker piece

• Each chess pieceEach chess pieceEach chess pieceEach chess piece

• Each spellEach spellEach spellEach spell

• Each attack moveEach attack moveEach attack moveEach attack move

• Each movement directionEach movement directionEach movement directionEach movement direction

• Each button to pressEach button to pressEach button to pressEach button to press

When we say When we say When we say When we say ““““I can do X I can do X I can do X I can do X with Ywith Ywith Ywith Y”””” we arewe arewe arewe are

actually identifying abilities.actually identifying abilities.actually identifying abilities.actually identifying abilities.

They are They are They are They are tools.tools.tools.tools.
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A range of toolsA range of tools

Even simple games offer multiple toolsEven simple games offer multiple toolsEven simple games offer multiple toolsEven simple games offer multiple tools

Checkers gives us the forced jumpCheckers gives us the forced jumpCheckers gives us the forced jumpCheckers gives us the forced jump—itititit’ssss

like a combo!like a combo!like a combo!like a combo!

• But every piece is the same. TheyBut every piece is the same. TheyBut every piece is the same. TheyBut every piece is the same. They

have substantially similar topologieshave substantially similar topologieshave substantially similar topologieshave substantially similar topologies

around themaround themaround themaround them

Chess offers different pieces withChess offers different pieces withChess offers different pieces withChess offers different pieces with

different characteristics of movementdifferent characteristics of movementdifferent characteristics of movementdifferent characteristics of movement

and therefore radically differentand therefore radically differentand therefore radically differentand therefore radically different

topologies.topologies.topologies.topologies.
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Game complexityGame complexity

Complexity can be seen as a measure ofComplexity can be seen as a measure ofComplexity can be seen as a measure ofComplexity can be seen as a measure of

abilitiesabilitiesabilitiesabilities

A complex game will offer many abilitiesA complex game will offer many abilitiesA complex game will offer many abilitiesA complex game will offer many abilities

in one atomin one atomin one atomin one atom

Could this be subject to MillerCould this be subject to MillerCould this be subject to MillerCould this be subject to Miller’s Number?s Number?s Number?s Number?

Perhaps a rule of thumb is to limit toPerhaps a rule of thumb is to limit toPerhaps a rule of thumb is to limit toPerhaps a rule of thumb is to limit to

7777±2 abilities per atom.2 abilities per atom.2 abilities per atom.2 abilities per atom.
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Range of challengesRange of challenges

A.k.a. “content”
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Pole vaultingPole vaulting

The game itself is The game itself is The game itself is The game itself is diagrammablediagrammablediagrammablediagrammable and deepand deepand deepand deep

• Break recordBreak recordBreak recordBreak record

• By jumping the barBy jumping the barBy jumping the barBy jumping the bar

• By running forwardBy running forwardBy running forwardBy running forward

• Then lowering the poleThen lowering the poleThen lowering the poleThen lowering the pole

• Then hitting the right spotThen hitting the right spotThen hitting the right spotThen hitting the right spot

• Then twisting the bodyThen twisting the bodyThen twisting the bodyThen twisting the body

• Then letting go of the poleThen letting go of the poleThen letting go of the poleThen letting go of the pole

But we also raise the barBut we also raise the barBut we also raise the barBut we also raise the bar

And that is contentAnd that is contentAnd that is contentAnd that is content
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An RPG exampleAn RPG example

MonstersMonstersMonstersMonsters

They differ in stats and in the abilitiesThey differ in stats and in the abilitiesThey differ in stats and in the abilitiesThey differ in stats and in the abilities

they bring to the challenge.they bring to the challenge.they bring to the challenge.they bring to the challenge.

They exist within the topology, and notThey exist within the topology, and notThey exist within the topology, and notThey exist within the topology, and not

defining it.defining it.defining it.defining it.

They are not verbs.They are not verbs.They are not verbs.They are not verbs.

They are acted upon by verbs (and mayThey are acted upon by verbs (and mayThey are acted upon by verbs (and mayThey are acted upon by verbs (and may

use verbs themselves). Nouns? No.use verbs themselves). Nouns? No.use verbs themselves). Nouns? No.use verbs themselves). Nouns? No.
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Defining Defining ““contentcontent””

“Descriptive characteristics of

a challenge.”

(Adjectives.)
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Sample questionsSample questions

The pieces in chessThe pieces in chessThe pieces in chessThe pieces in chess

They arenThey arenThey arenThey aren’t contentt contentt contentt content--------they are verbs.they are verbs.they are verbs.they are verbs.

The map in a The map in a The map in a The map in a platformerplatformerplatformerplatformer

ItItItIt’s content because the topology is thes content because the topology is thes content because the topology is thes content because the topology is the

challenge to overcome in the atom ofchallenge to overcome in the atom ofchallenge to overcome in the atom ofchallenge to overcome in the atom of

movement.movement.movement.movement.

Other players in CounterstrikeOther players in CounterstrikeOther players in CounterstrikeOther players in Counterstrike

They are variations on the challenge ofThey are variations on the challenge ofThey are variations on the challenge ofThey are variations on the challenge of

shooting & completing mission objectivesshooting & completing mission objectivesshooting & completing mission objectivesshooting & completing mission objectives
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Skill requiredSkill required
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Going back a bitGoing back a bit……

Nesting ends when there is no skill involvedNesting ends when there is no skill involvedNesting ends when there is no skill involvedNesting ends when there is no skill involved

in executing the verbin executing the verbin executing the verbin executing the verb

The verb no longer involves The verb no longer involves The verb no longer involves The verb no longer involves ““““riskriskriskrisk””””

((((cfcfcfcf Epstein)Epstein)Epstein)Epstein)

• ““““CertaintyCertaintyCertaintyCertainty”””” ---- guaranteed outcomeguaranteed outcomeguaranteed outcomeguaranteed outcome

• ““““RiskRiskRiskRisk”””” ---- an assessment of probabilityan assessment of probabilityan assessment of probabilityan assessment of probability

• ““““UncertaintyUncertaintyUncertaintyUncertainty”””” ---- true randomnesstrue randomnesstrue randomnesstrue randomness
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Spotting bad atomsSpotting bad atoms

Never link or nest too many base atomsNever link or nest too many base atomsNever link or nest too many base atomsNever link or nest too many base atoms…

Crafting

Harvesting

Selling

Crafting

Finding

Killing

Pricing

…

Dragging

Combining
Use, 

donation
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Variable feedbackVariable feedback
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DefinitionDefinition

“There must be more than one

possible outcome

to the successful completion of the

challenge in an  atom, prior to the

execution of the next atom.”
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ExamplesExamples

The loot might not be the same everyThe loot might not be the same everyThe loot might not be the same everyThe loot might not be the same every

time you kill the dragon.time you kill the dragon.time you kill the dragon.time you kill the dragon.

Your target might Your target might Your target might Your target might jinkjinkjinkjink left instead ofleft instead ofleft instead ofleft instead of

right.right.right.right.

You might have captured the checker,You might have captured the checker,You might have captured the checker,You might have captured the checker,

but set yourself up to get doublebut set yourself up to get doublebut set yourself up to get doublebut set yourself up to get double----

jumped.jumped.jumped.jumped.
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Diagramming outcomesDiagramming outcomes

There may be multiple positive and negativeThere may be multiple positive and negativeThere may be multiple positive and negativeThere may be multiple positive and negative

outcomesoutcomesoutcomesoutcomes

• Affecting topology (a move)Affecting topology (a move)Affecting topology (a move)Affecting topology (a move)

• Affecting assets (a capture)Affecting assets (a capture)Affecting assets (a capture)Affecting assets (a capture)

• Affecting opportunity (pop offAffecting opportunity (pop offAffecting opportunity (pop offAffecting opportunity (pop off

stack)stack)stack)stack)

• Affecting content (losing hit points)Affecting content (losing hit points)Affecting content (losing hit points)Affecting content (losing hit points)

Success: Pop the game
1-6

Land exactly on the exit Fail: do nothing 
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Forms of variabilityForms of variability

The most basic sort of variable feedback isThe most basic sort of variable feedback isThe most basic sort of variable feedback isThe most basic sort of variable feedback is

your opponentyour opponentyour opponentyour opponent’s move.s move.s move.s move.

Sometimes, you can force an outcome,Sometimes, you can force an outcome,Sometimes, you can force an outcome,Sometimes, you can force an outcome,

but usually, the opponentbut usually, the opponentbut usually, the opponentbut usually, the opponent’s move is as move is as move is as move is a

calculation of risk, rather than a certaincalculation of risk, rather than a certaincalculation of risk, rather than a certaincalculation of risk, rather than a certain

outcome.outcome.outcome.outcome.

• Your opponent might be aYour opponent might be aYour opponent might be aYour opponent might be a

computercomputercomputercomputer…
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All games are turnAll games are turn--basedbased

The question is whether the opponentThe question is whether the opponentThe question is whether the opponentThe question is whether the opponent

is playing the same atom you areis playing the same atom you areis playing the same atom you areis playing the same atom you are

• In checkers, they have the sameIn checkers, they have the sameIn checkers, they have the sameIn checkers, they have the same

diagramdiagramdiagramdiagram

• In In In In GalaxianGalaxianGalaxianGalaxian (or (or (or (or Fox & GeeseFox & GeeseFox & GeeseFox & Geese), they), they), they), they

dondondondon’tttt

One is a symmetrical game, the othersOne is a symmetrical game, the othersOne is a symmetrical game, the othersOne is a symmetrical game, the others

are not.are not.are not.are not.
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Detecting feedbackDetecting feedback

You can have feedback loops where theYou can have feedback loops where theYou can have feedback loops where theYou can have feedback loops where the

opponent does not get a moveopponent does not get a moveopponent does not get a moveopponent does not get a move

ImperativeImperativeImperativeImperative (skips opponent)(skips opponent)(skips opponent)(skips opponent)

• Uninterruptible combosUninterruptible combosUninterruptible combosUninterruptible combos

• Triple jumping in checkersTriple jumping in checkersTriple jumping in checkersTriple jumping in checkers

SequentialSequentialSequentialSequential (returns to turn(returns to turn(returns to turn(returns to turn----based)based)based)based)

• Taking turns in checkersTaking turns in checkersTaking turns in checkersTaking turns in checkers

• Your opponent manages to blockYour opponent manages to blockYour opponent manages to blockYour opponent manages to block
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Types of loopsTypes of loops

Triple jumps in Checkers are an exampleTriple jumps in Checkers are an exampleTriple jumps in Checkers are an exampleTriple jumps in Checkers are an example

of a of a of a of a positive feedback looppositive feedback looppositive feedback looppositive feedback loop....

Getting triple jumped is an example ofGetting triple jumped is an example ofGetting triple jumped is an example ofGetting triple jumped is an example of

a a a a negative feedback loopnegative feedback loopnegative feedback loopnegative feedback loop....

• (notice we mean loops literally in the(notice we mean loops literally in the(notice we mean loops literally in the(notice we mean loops literally in the

diagram, not in diagram, not in diagram, not in diagram, not in MahkMahkMahkMahk’ssss sense)sense)sense)sense)
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Detecting bad feedbackDetecting bad feedback

If your diagram shows a loop to itself,If your diagram shows a loop to itself,If your diagram shows a loop to itself,If your diagram shows a loop to itself,

itititit’s a valid loops a valid loops a valid loops a valid loop

Checkers multiple jumpsCheckers multiple jumpsCheckers multiple jumpsCheckers multiple jumps

fit this pattern.fit this pattern.fit this pattern.fit this pattern.

So do combos inSo do combos inSo do combos inSo do combos in

fighting games.fighting games.fighting games.fighting games.

Capture

Move

Capture all
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Detecting bad feedbackDetecting bad feedback

Popping the stack in a loop seems to bePopping the stack in a loop seems to bePopping the stack in a loop seems to bePopping the stack in a loop seems to be

a bad thinga bad thinga bad thinga bad thing

IIII’d need to run throughd need to run throughd need to run throughd need to run through

more examples to bemore examples to bemore examples to bemore examples to be

sure, but for examplesure, but for examplesure, but for examplesure, but for example

this is an unbeatablethis is an unbeatablethis is an unbeatablethis is an unbeatable

combo in a fightingcombo in a fightingcombo in a fightingcombo in a fighting

game.game.game.game.

Capture

Move

Capture all
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Forms of variabilityForms of variability

Varying rewardVarying rewardVarying rewardVarying reward

In a given atom, the result may beIn a given atom, the result may beIn a given atom, the result may beIn a given atom, the result may be

different because of the topology (as indifferent because of the topology (as indifferent because of the topology (as indifferent because of the topology (as in

checkers or chess), or because of thecheckers or chess), or because of thecheckers or chess), or because of thecheckers or chess), or because of the

challenge (as in challenge (as in challenge (as in challenge (as in RPGsRPGsRPGsRPGs).).).).

• Getting to the last row of theGetting to the last row of theGetting to the last row of theGetting to the last row of the

board gives a different result inboard gives a different result inboard gives a different result inboard gives a different result in

both checkers and chess. both checkers and chess. both checkers and chess. both checkers and chess. 
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Why variable?Why variable?

Behavioral psych reasonBehavioral psych reasonBehavioral psych reasonBehavioral psych reason

Because humans find randomBecause humans find randomBecause humans find randomBecause humans find random

reinforcement schedules to be morereinforcement schedules to be morereinforcement schedules to be morereinforcement schedules to be more

interesting.interesting.interesting.interesting.

Cognitive science reasonCognitive science reasonCognitive science reasonCognitive science reason

Because brains find variability to beBecause brains find variability to beBecause brains find variability to beBecause brains find variability to be

more interesting than predictability.more interesting than predictability.more interesting than predictability.more interesting than predictability.
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The real answerThe real answer

DiagrammaticallyDiagrammaticallyDiagrammaticallyDiagrammatically

Guaranteed feedback makes the entireGuaranteed feedback makes the entireGuaranteed feedback makes the entireGuaranteed feedback makes the entire

atom atom atom atom ““““turn redturn redturn redturn red”””” and become a riskand become a riskand become a riskand become a risk----freefreefreefree

challenge.challenge.challenge.challenge.

Only “leaf” atoms should 
have fixed outcomes!
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NotesNotes

Clearly, however, it needs to be tuned.Clearly, however, it needs to be tuned.Clearly, however, it needs to be tuned.Clearly, however, it needs to be tuned.

Variable feedback never means Variable feedback never means Variable feedback never means Variable feedback never means nononono

feedback.feedback.feedback.feedback.

At the very least, there should beAt the very least, there should beAt the very least, there should beAt the very least, there should be

updated information as to the topologyupdated information as to the topologyupdated information as to the topologyupdated information as to the topology

that the player is working within.that the player is working within.that the player is working within.that the player is working within.
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The Mastery ProblemThe Mastery Problem
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DefinitionDefinition

The challenge is whether we can see thisThe challenge is whether we can see thisThe challenge is whether we can see thisThe challenge is whether we can see this

via notation.via notation.via notation.via notation.

Any loop that trends 
towards certainty is a bad 

loop.
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MahkMahk’’ss type of loopstype of loops

Soccer this way makes senseSoccer this way makes senseSoccer this way makes senseSoccer this way makes sense

Adding abilities at each loop is stupidAdding abilities at each loop is stupidAdding abilities at each loop is stupidAdding abilities at each loop is stupid

Kick ball

Score

Score a 

goal

Abilities = var a

ap = ap + 1

ac = ac - 1
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A better wayA better way

DodgeballDodgeballDodgeballDodgeball

The feedback loop is greatly reduced.The feedback loop is greatly reduced.The feedback loop is greatly reduced.The feedback loop is greatly reduced.

Throw ball

Score

Capture

Abilities = var a

ac = ac - 1

Ball caught
ac = ac + 1
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So I didnSo I didn’’t finisht finish……

We have grammar, but we don’t have

orthography.
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Challenges for the futureChallenges for the future

Music can find parallel fifths & octavesMusic can find parallel fifths & octavesMusic can find parallel fifths & octavesMusic can find parallel fifths & octaves

Can we find other degenerate strategies Can we find other degenerate strategies Can we find other degenerate strategies Can we find other degenerate strategies 

or exploits?or exploits?or exploits?or exploits?

Emergent behaviorsEmergent behaviorsEmergent behaviorsEmergent behaviors

Can the notation reveal when emergenceCan the notation reveal when emergenceCan the notation reveal when emergenceCan the notation reveal when emergence

is likely?is likely?is likely?is likely?

Can this be made practical?Can this be made practical?Can this be made practical?Can this be made practical?

WhatWhatWhatWhat’s faster, notating a rhythm games faster, notating a rhythm games faster, notating a rhythm games faster, notating a rhythm game

or writing or writing or writing or writing ““““rhythm gamerhythm gamerhythm gamerhythm game””””????
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Tools we can take awayTools we can take away

This is all mostly useless right nowThis is all mostly useless right nowThis is all mostly useless right nowThis is all mostly useless right now

• I canI canI canI can’t yet picture designing a gamet yet picture designing a gamet yet picture designing a gamet yet picture designing a game

from this notationfrom this notationfrom this notationfrom this notation

• Then again, most people in other artThen again, most people in other artThen again, most people in other artThen again, most people in other art

forms do not use straight notationforms do not use straight notationforms do not use straight notationforms do not use straight notation

to initially create things either.to initially create things either.to initially create things either.to initially create things either.

They rely heavily on iteration andThey rely heavily on iteration andThey rely heavily on iteration andThey rely heavily on iteration and

experience. Notation is a experience. Notation is a experience. Notation is a experience. Notation is a capturecapturecapturecapture

tool primarily.tool primarily.tool primarily.tool primarily.
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Some things we do getSome things we do get

But we do gain a heuristicBut we do gain a heuristicBut we do gain a heuristicBut we do gain a heuristic

We might not have musical notation, butWe might not have musical notation, butWe might not have musical notation, butWe might not have musical notation, but

maybe we have the concept of pitch?maybe we have the concept of pitch?maybe we have the concept of pitch?maybe we have the concept of pitch?

And a frameworkAnd a frameworkAnd a frameworkAnd a framework

An atomic model allows us to examineAn atomic model allows us to examineAn atomic model allows us to examineAn atomic model allows us to examine

logical links and feedback loops clearlylogical links and feedback loops clearlylogical links and feedback loops clearlylogical links and feedback loops clearly

And a vocabularyAnd a vocabularyAnd a vocabularyAnd a vocabulary

We have firm definitions of depth,We have firm definitions of depth,We have firm definitions of depth,We have firm definitions of depth,

breadth, size, cheat, content, playfieldbreadth, size, cheat, content, playfieldbreadth, size, cheat, content, playfieldbreadth, size, cheat, content, playfield…
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The absence of funThe absence of fun

A game is built of nested challengesA game is built of nested challengesA game is built of nested challengesA game is built of nested challenges

Do you have to prepare before takingDo you have to prepare before takingDo you have to prepare before takingDo you have to prepare before taking

on the challenge?on the challenge?on the challenge?on the challenge?

• …where prep can include priorwhere prep can include priorwhere prep can include priorwhere prep can include prior

moves?moves?moves?moves?

• Can you prepare in different ways Can you prepare in different ways Can you prepare in different ways Can you prepare in different ways 

and still succeed?and still succeed?and still succeed?and still succeed?
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The absence of funThe absence of fun

Does the topology of the space affectDoes the topology of the space affectDoes the topology of the space affectDoes the topology of the space affect

the challenge?the challenge?the challenge?the challenge?

• Is the topology mutable?Is the topology mutable?Is the topology mutable?Is the topology mutable?

Is there a singular core verb for yourIs there a singular core verb for yourIs there a singular core verb for yourIs there a singular core verb for your

challenge?challenge?challenge?challenge?

• Can the verb be modified by theCan the verb be modified by theCan the verb be modified by theCan the verb be modified by the

adjectives you encounter?adjectives you encounter?adjectives you encounter?adjectives you encounter?
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The absence of funThe absence of fun

Can you bring multiple abilities to bear?Can you bring multiple abilities to bear?Can you bring multiple abilities to bear?Can you bring multiple abilities to bear?

• At higher levels, do you At higher levels, do you At higher levels, do you At higher levels, do you havehavehavehave to useto useto useto use

multiple abilities?multiple abilities?multiple abilities?multiple abilities?

Is there skill and risk involved in using anIs there skill and risk involved in using anIs there skill and risk involved in using anIs there skill and risk involved in using an

ability?ability?ability?ability?

• If not, is this an atomic unit ofIf not, is this an atomic unit ofIf not, is this an atomic unit ofIf not, is this an atomic unit of

gameplaygameplaygameplaygameplay????
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The absence of funThe absence of fun

Are there multiple success states?Are there multiple success states?Are there multiple success states?Are there multiple success states?

• Is Is Is Is bottomfeedingbottomfeedingbottomfeedingbottomfeeding avoided?avoided?avoided?avoided?

• Does failure have a cost?Does failure have a cost?Does failure have a cost?Does failure have a cost?

If you answered “no” to 
any of these, your 
design is flawed.
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ThanksThanks

This would not exist (evenThis would not exist (evenThis would not exist (evenThis would not exist (even

incomplete as It is!) without:incomplete as It is!) without:incomplete as It is!) without:incomplete as It is!) without:

And also and especially, Mr. Rod HumbleAnd also and especially, Mr. Rod HumbleAnd also and especially, Mr. Rod HumbleAnd also and especially, Mr. Rod Humble

http://www.theoryoffun.comhttp://www.theoryoffun.comhttp://www.theoryoffun.comhttp://www.theoryoffun.com

http://http://http://http://www.legendmud.org/raphwww.legendmud.org/raphwww.legendmud.org/raphwww.legendmud.org/raph

Send me your diagrams at

rkoster@soe.sony.com
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Checkers (my best take so far)Checkers (my best take so far)

4x4

Capture all

2x2

Capture one

I

PAc--
Ac--

A=12

A=var

A=12

2x2

Force jump

A=var

Sym.

I

Ap--

Ac = king


